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Over the past year, players have flocked to Axie Infinity (AXS) and Splinterlands, two of the most
successful crypto games. Battle Infinity is the latest Play-to-Earn endeavor that aspires to follow in
the footsteps of these previous gaming projects’ achievements. With Battle Infinity, you won’t have
to choose between a single game or a slew of them; you can play them all within the same
metaverse.

Although this is the case, as of this writing on September 2, 2022, the project is still in its infancy
and has not yet released any of its intended products. Regardless, its native IBAT token has been red
hot.

Tips for the Battle Infinity
The P2e coin, an ERC20-compliant token, drives the cutting-edge Battle Infinity Fantasy Sports
platform. Players can be bought and sold using the coin, as well as fees for entry into competitions.
You can play Battle Infinity with friends or strangers from all around the world, as it is a multiplayer
online game.

Battle Infinity is a new venture that aims to profit from the exploding popularity and investment in
the cryptocurrency game industry. To that end, they plan to design and host a variety of games in
which players can win cryptocurrencies. The company is also pioneering the growing metaverse
market by releasing its own VR space where investors can engage in asynchronous games.

CEO and co-founder of Battle Infinity, Jagjeet Jena calls India home. The other co-founder, Suresh
Joshi, also has some sort of gaming history, though no one seems to know anything about it.
Currently stationed in London, Joshi has previously worked for the
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Very Soon, Battle Infinity Will Be Listed on Major Exchanges
Battle Infinity Tokens (IBAT) are the ecosystem’s native token, and LBank only last week introduced
an IBAT/USDT trading pair. As a result, investors can IBAT on markets other than Pancakeswap. A
token’s value increases as the number of exchanges listing it grows, because it increases the
likelihood that the project will gain traction and attract more users.

LBank is the eighteenth busiest cryptocurrency exchange daily trading volume-wise, according to
Coinmarketcap. Currently, there are about 7,290 token holders.

An investor asked if there was any good news to be expected regarding the imminent listing of IBAT
on Battle Infinity’s Telegram channel. One of the community’s moderators promised that more ads
would be posted soon.
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Coinmarketcap and CoinGecko both list IBAT
The Battle Infinity fantasy sports platform has been added to CoinGecko and Coinmarketcap after
launching its IBAT token on the LBank exchange last week. Over 12,000 digital currencies are
tracked and accounted for by CoinGecko, the industry standard in cryptocurrency data services. It is
widely considered, alongside Coinmarketcap, to be the best listing tool for keeping tabs on token
prices and ranking cryptocurrency-related initiatives.
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Hello Everyone, ��

We are pleased to announce that $IBAT is now listed on @coingecko.

Link � – https://t.co/ezOESHr8mi pic.twitter.com/d9uflUWeQJ

— Battle Infinity (@IBATOFFICIAL) August 28, 2022

Battle Infinity Price Boom
The 24-hour trading volume for Battle Infinity is $328K at its current price of $0.004242. The value
of Battle Infinity has decreased by 7.10 percent in the previous 24 hours. As of this writing,
CoinMarketCap has it at #3211 overall, with a current market cap of $. A total of 10,000,000,000
IBAT coins will ever be produced, but only zero will ever be in circulation.

IBAT Price Chart – Source: Tradingview

Despite the fact that Batlle Infinity’s price is currently correcting down, the rising trendline is
predicted to keep the cryptocurrency’s value stable at $0.00080. Due to the triple top resistance
level sitting at $0.002579, the price of IBAT has been unable to rise over this level.

IBAT’s price dropped after a bearish engulfing candle formed, but it may have bottomed out there
since the cryptocurrency is now in the oversold region and has hit the $0.00079 triple bottom
support level.

If candles start closing above this level, it could signal a bullish reversal in the price of IBAT.
Immediate support for IBAT can still be found between $0.00200 and $0.002515. It is possible that
IBAT’s price will rise after it is listed on other exchanges and platforms.

So, keep a watch on the area around $0.00079.
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